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                              Abstract 
 In order to promote the construction of E-government in Wenzhou, Wenzhou 
human resources and Social Security Bureau listed as the important work of the year, 
ensured that the reform of administrative management and deepen the "sunshine 
government" synchronous propulsion, and achieved results. Under the goal of 
building service-oriented government, the use of e-government information 
technology, more quality to provide standardized management and services, has 
become a new demand to accelerate the transformation of government functions. 
Because of human social security system wide business, the original business 
platform has been unable to meet the development needs of today's business. In the 
unified arrangements of the ministries and agencies, the "integration and promotion, 
to build a shared" development model of human social security system in Wenzhou  
is put forward. In order to meet the needs of the people, to sort out the urgent need of 
human social security services, urban grassroots human social security services 
platform system to upgrade, to promote the management services to extend the basic 
platform, the people to the nearest reporting and query purposes. 
This dissertation describes the design and implementation of the upgrading 
program of Wenzhou basic human social security service platform construction by 
using the J2EE framework, using service XML technology, WEB technology, SOAP 
technology and other IT technology. The design and implementation of this paper, in 
accordance with the requirements of the municipal human resources and Social 
Security Bureau in the new environment, also shows the development trend of 
e-government information in China. The main contents of this paper are as follows: 
1.Analysis of the human resources and Social Security Bureau of the key 
business, the use of web technology, to build a unified framework for human 
resources and social security. In the business logic layer design, the J2EE model with 
strong stability, scalability and flexibility, is suitable for the development of the 
platform. 
2.To achieve human resources and social security management, to provide a 
seamless connection between the system and service, with a comprehensive business 
management, labor market management, social security business information 
management, medical insurance business information management, community 















other functions. Grassroots community can understand the policy information through 
this platform and handle the human resources and social security business. 
3.Using computer and network technology, the integration of pension, medical, 
unemployment, work injury and maternity insurance and other data resources in the 
system, and maintain the information data, synchronous update, to achieve the 
purpose of data sharing. 
4.The solution of the synchronous exchange between human resources and social 
security data is put forward. Under the premise of ensuring the original business 
resource database security, building an independent external service resource database, 
and using data conversion and synchronization technology, the data from the original 
database to the database, and then to various types of data, to achieve data exchange 
between internal and external network. 
In this thesis, the research of human resources and Social Security Bureau of 
information construction, the reality of the current government is being implemented, 
the design ideas and models for other government departments of information 
construction has applied value, the social security service quality, work efficiency, 
government image played a good role in promoting. 
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